This study evaluates the relative contributions of envelope and fine structure cues in both temporal and spectral domains to Mandarin tone recognition in quiet and in noise. Four sets of stimuli were created. Noise-excited vocoder speech was used to evaluate the temporal envelope. Frequency modulation was then added to evaluate the temporal fine structure. Whispered speech was used to evaluate the spectral envelope. Finally, equal-amplitude harmonics were used to evaluate the spectral fine structure. Results showed that normal-hearing listeners achieved nearly perfect tone recognition with either spectral or temporal fine structure in quiet, but only 70%-80% correct with the envelope cues. With the temporal envelope, 32 spectral bands were needed to achieve performance similar to that obtained with the original stimuli, but only four bands were necessary with the additional temporal fine structure. Envelope cues were more susceptible to noise than fine structure cues, with the envelope cues producing significantly lower performance in noise. These findings suggest that tonal pattern recognition is a robust process that can make use of both spectral and temporal cues. Unlike speech recognition, the fine structure is more important than the envelope for tone recognition in both temporal and spectral domains, particularly in noise.
I. INTRODUCTION
Acoustic characteristics and their importance for tone recognition have been demonstrated in many tonal languages, including Cantonese ͑Gandour, 1984͒, Mandarin ͑Li-ang, 1963 Lin, 1988; Whalen and Xu, 1992͒, and Thai ͑Abramson, 1978͒ . Results have shown that lexical tones in these languages are distinguished primarily by the change in fundamental frequency ͑F0͒ during phonation, although other acoustic properties, such as syllable duration and amplitude contour, also convey tonal information ͑Whalen and Xu, 1992; Fu et al., 1998; Fu and Zeng, 2000͒. Liang ͑1963͒ systematically studied the role of spectral cues in Mandarin tone recognition by low-and high-pass filtering the speech stimuli with different cutoff frequencies. He reported that perfect tone recognition can be achieved either with the presence of F0 information with low-pass filtering at 300 Hz or with the harmonic structure with highpass filtering at 300 Hz. However, in another experimental condition where he only preserved the first formant frequency ͑300-1200 Hz͒, performance was still maintained at the 83% level, suggesting the use of formant information in voice pitch perception. Because F0 could still be extracted from harmonics in the first formant frequency range, Liang also used whispered speech, which contained neither F0 nor harmonic fine structure, to evaluate the contribution of formant information to voice pitch perception. He found that Mandarin tone recognition could be achieved with 60%-80% accuracy ͑see also Jensen, 1958͒ . Other studies ͑e.g., Miller, 1961; Howie, 1976͒, however, showed that tonal contrast was not well preserved with whispered speech. Miller ͑1961͒ reported only approximately 40% correct tone recognition in Vietnamese.
In addition to the F0, other information such as temporal envelope was shown to contribute to tone recognition in Mandarin ͑Fu et al., 1998; Fu and Zeng, 2000; Xu et al., 2002; Whalen and Xu, 1992͒ . Most studies on temporal cues for Mandarin tone recognition concentrated mainly on the envelope cues ͑e.g., Lin, 1988; Whalen and Xu, 1992; and Fu et al., 1998; Fu and Zeng, 2000; Xu et al., 2002͒. For Mandarin speech, the amplitude contour cues refer to the slow changes in amplitude and such cues were shown to co-vary with the change of F0 over time in Mandarin. The periodicity cue refers to the fluctuation at a rate, which is directly related to the change in fundamental frequency. Systematically manipulating the amount of the temporal envelope cues, Fu and Zeng ͑2000͒ showed that while the duration cues play a minor role in identifying tones, the amplitude contour and periodicity cues contributed significantly to Mandarin tone recognition. Using the noise vocoder processing algorithm described in ͑Shannon et al. 1995͒, Fu and co-workers ͑1998͒ reported that 60%-80% correct tone recognition in quiet can be achieved, independent of the number of frequency bands. With the amplitude contour cue alone, tone recognition was at 65% correct in the 1-band condition. The additional periodicity cue, however, improved the tone recognition by 10-20 percentage points. The reliance on periodicity cues for tone recognition was also demonstrated by Xu et al. ͑2002͒ , where they reported a trade-off between the amount of spectral information ͑number of frequency bands͒ and the low-pass cutoff frequency of temporal envelope extraction. As the low-pass cutoff frequency increased, the number of frequency bands required to achieve the similar tone recognition performance decreased. Xu et al. ͑2002͒ also created frequency-modulated ͑FM͒ pulse trains with F0 contours that mimicked the Mandarin tone contours while eliminating the temporal envelope cue. They reported that without the temporal envelope and duration cues, recognition of vocoder processed FM patterns was poor.
A recent study by Xu and Pfingst ͑2003͒ investigated the relative contribution of temporal envelope and fine structure ͑Hilbert definition͒ to Mandarin tone recognition. Using the chimearic processing algorithm developed by Smith et al. ͑2002͒, Xu and co-workers further supported the differential contribution of temporal envelope and fine structure to speech and pitch perception ͑Smith et al., 2002; Nie et al., 2005͒. Smith et al. found that the temporal envelope cues are sufficient to support speech recognition in quiet, but temporal fine structure is needed for pitch perception. Xu et al. ͑2003͒ claimed that pitch perception is the common basis for both lexical tone perception and melody recognition by showing that while Mandarin word recognition was determined by the temporal envelope cues, tone recognition was consistent with the temporal fine structure of the chimearized stimuli, with an average of 90.8%, 89.5%, and 84.5% correct for the 4-, 8-, and 16-band conditions, respectively.
The main goal of this study was to systematically investigate the relative contribution of envelope and fine structure cues to voice pitch perception. First, we extended previous studies by examining the envelope and fine structure cues necessary for tone recognition in both temporal and spectral domains. Second, we evaluated the four acoustic cues for Mandarin tone recognition in both quiet and in noise conditions. To our knowledge, no studies have been done on whether reliable Mandarin tone recognition can be achieved in the presence of noise. There are reasons to believe that the effect of noise on tone recognition differs with the type of cue. The terms temporal envelope and fine structure have been defined loosely in the literature. From the speech perception point of view, Rosen ͑1992͒ divided temporal envelope cues into three categories, depending on the rate of amplitude fluctuation: ͑1͒ envelope ͑2-50 Hz͒; ͑2͒ periodicity ͑50-500 Hz͒, and ͑3͒ fine structure ͑500-10 000 Hz͒. However, the formal mathematical definition, based on the Hilbert transform ͑Hilbert, 1912͒, the temporal fine structure is defined as the instantaneous phase information of the signal. In the present study, the temporal envelope cues were defined as follows: duration and amplitude contours ͑ampli-tude fluctuation between 2 -50 Hz͒ and periodicity cues ͑50-500 Hz͒. The temporal fine structure was defined as the instantaneous phase information in the signals provided by the Hilbert transform ͑Hilbert, 1912͒. As for spectral cues, spectral envelope was defined as the general shape of the spectrum, a smooth curve that passes though the peaks of the spectrum ͑Hartmann, 1997͒. For speech stimuli, the spectral envelope represents the filtering properties ͑or the resonance͒ in the vocal tract, such as the formant structure of a speech signal. Spectral fine structure, which was also considered as the spectral details, was defined as the detailed frequency components in the power spectrum. The term "spectral fine structure" has been widely used to refer to the spectral details in the power spectrum and we will continue to use this term in this paper. For speech signal, the spectral fine structure represents the source information, which has a harmonic structure for a voiced source and noise structure for an unvoiced source. It should be noted that there are differences between temporal fine structure and spectral fine structure. Consider a simple case of a sinusoidally amplitudemodulated stimulus with a 1000 Hz carrier modulated at a 40 Hz rate; the temporal fine structure is the 1000 Hz carrier of the amplitude-modulated signal, but the power spectrum is composed of three components at 960, 1000, and 1040 Hz. Figure 1 outlines the four types of acoustic cues that were examined in the study and the stimuli that were used to deliver this information for each experimental condition. We divided the acoustic information into envelope and fine structure in both the temporal and spectral domain. First, for temporal envelope cues, we used the noise vocoder type of processing ͑Shannon et al., 1995͒ to manipulate the relative distribution of temporal and spectral information in the speech stimuli. The amount of the temporal envelope information was manipulated by changing the cutoff frequency of the envelope extraction filters, i.e., 50 or 500 Hz in the present study. Previous studies demonstrated that temporal envelope cues contributed significantly to tone recognition in quiet. We hypothesized that the envelope information alone would not be sufficient for tone recognition in noise, due to the nonsaliency of amplitude modulation for pitch perception and also the reduced detectability of amplitude modulation in noise. Second, speech stimuli processed with a novel algorithm developed by Nie et al. ͑2005͒ were used to assess the importance of temporal fine structure for Mandarin tone recognition. Unlike the noise vocoder processing, which pro- vided only the amplitude modulation, Nie et al. derived additional slowly-varying frequency modulations around the center frequency of each analysis filter and amplitude modulated them with the extracted temporal envelope. We hypothesized that the additional frequency modulation in the speech signal would produce better Mandarin tone recognition. Third, to present only the spectral envelope information in the absence of harmonicity cues, two sets of stimuli were created: naturally recorded whispered speech and synthesized whispered speech using a Linear Predictive Coding ͑LPC͒ technique. Lastly, the contribution of spectral fine structure to Mandarin tone recognition was evaluated using stimuli that were the residue of a 14-order LPC processing. While the spectral envelope was presumably flat in this set of stimuli, harmonicity cues were preserved. Based on previous psychophysical findings, we hypothesized that robust voice pitch perception can be determined by the harmonicity cues alone and that spectral envelope cues without the harmonic structure only convey limited voice pitch information.
II. MANDARIN TONE RECOGNITION WITH TEMPORAL ENVELOPE CUES
A. Methods
Subjects
Five native Mandarin speakers ͑S1-S5͒ participated in the experiment. All of them were females, with ages ranging from 22 to 33. All subjects had normal hearing sensitivity below 20 dB HL at octave frequencies between 125 and 8000 Hz bilaterally.
Stimuli
The test material included 100 Mandarin words consisting of 25 syllables with four lexical tones for each syllable ͑Wei et al., 2004͒. The original stimuli were recorded from one adult male and one adult female Beijing Mandarin speaker, resulting in a total of 200 words for each test condition. Recording was carried out in a double-walled soundtreated booth and the stimuli were digitally recorded through a preamplifier to the computer at a sampling rate of 22 050 Hz using COOL EDIT PRO ͑2.0͒ software. All stimulus waveforms were then adjusted to the same root-meansquared ͑rms͒ amplitude.
Speech-shaped noise was used for the noise conditions. Two samples of speech-shaped noise were created, one for the male speaker and one for the female speaker, by summing the speech tokens ͑100 words͒ from either the male or female speaker and then processing them using the 10-order LPC to extract the long-term spectrum of the summed stimuli. While the rms amplitude of speech waveforms was fixed, the rms of the noise waveform varied to achieve the desired signal-to-noise ratios ͑−10, −5, 0, +5, and +10 dB͒ tested in this experiment.
The original speech stimuli, combined with the original speech-shaped noise in the noise conditions ͑male noise combined with the male speech tokens, and female noise with the female speech tokens͒, were subjected to further processing to contain either temporal envelope cues alone or additional coarse spectral cues via a cochlear implant simulation program similar to that used in Shannon et al. ͑1995͒ . The original broadband ͑80-8800 Hz͒ stimuli were first preemphasized by a first-order high-pass Butterworth filter at 1200 Hz. The pre-emphasized stimuli were then divided into 1 or 8 frequency bands using sixth-order elliptical bandpass filters. The cutoff frequencies of each band were determined by approximating equal cochlear distance for each band according to the Greenwood map ͑1990͒. The corner frequencies for the 1-band processing condition were 80 and 8800 Hz and for the 8-band processing condition were 80, 220, 440, 780, 1300, 2100, 3500, 5500, and 8800 Hz. The temporal envelope was then extracted from each analysis band using two different methods: ͑1͒ Hilbert transformation followed by low-pass ͑LP͒ filtering ͑elliptical IIR filters͒ at 50 or 500 Hz ͑−6 dB/ octave͒ to smooth out the envelope, or ͑2͒ full-wave rectification followed by low-pass filtering ͑elliptical IIR filters͒ with cutoff frequency at 500 Hz ͑−6 dB/ octave͒. While the periodicity cues were preserved in the temporal envelope with the 500 Hz cutoff frequency, it was reduced in the 50 Hz cutoff condition. This envelope signal was then used to modulate white noise, which was then bandpass filtered with the same analysis filters used on the original signal. Stimuli were resynthesized by summing these envelope-modulated narrow-band signals. Note that the temporal envelope fine structure ͑Rosen's definition͒ could be preserved in the lower frequency bands with the full-wave rectified envelope but not in the Hilbert envelope.
Procedure
All tests were performed in a double-walled soundtreated booth and the stimuli were presented to the listeners monaurally through TDH-49 headphones. The target original and processed speech were presented at a fixed level of approximately 65 dBA. All subjects were first presented with a block of original stimuli followed by four blocks of stimuli processed with the Hilbert envelope ͑2 spectral conditions ϫ2 LP cutoffs͒. Stimuli with higher numbers of frequency bands and higher LP cutoffs were tested first. The most difficult condition ͑i.e., one-band with 50 Hz LP cutoff͒ was tested last. Each block of stimuli consisted of one quiet and five different noise conditions. Within each block, the quiet condition was presented first followed by the noise conditions from the highest SNR ͑10 dB͒ to the lowest SNR ͑−10 dB͒. Therefore, the better performance in the higher SNR conditions compared to the lower SNRs cannot be due to the learning effect. To investigate the effect of the temporal envelope extraction techniques on Mandarin tone recognition, subjects were then further tested with two extra sets of processed stimuli ͑1-band and 8-band͒ which contained the envelopes that were extracted using the full-wave rectification and low-pass filtering technique.
The experiment was conducted using a four-alternative, forced-choice procedure, in which four Chinese characters with the same syllable and the tonal marking for each character ͑"−" for Tone 1, "/" for Tone 2, "∨" for Tone 3, and " \" for Tone 4͒ were displayed on a computer screen for each trial. The 200 words in the test battery were presented randomly in each experimental condition and subjects were asked to choose the Chinese characters on the screen that corresponded to the tone they heard. Visual feedback was given after each response. Figure 2͑a͒ shows the average percent correct tone recognition scores as a function of SNR for the original stimuli ͑dashed line͒ and for the four processed conditions with the Hilbert envelope ͑squares: 1-band conditions; circles: 8-band conditions; solid symbols: 50-Hz LP cutoff; open symbols: 500-Hz LP cutoff͒. On average, tone recognition with original stimuli was maintained at 99%-100% correct from quiet to −5 dB SNR. Performance decreased by 23 percentage points when the SNR was further reduced to −10 dB. Tone recognition was significantly poorer in all of the processed conditions compared to the original stimuli in quiet and at all noise levels ͑p Ͻ 0.001͒.
B. Results
A three-way repeated-measures ANOVA was performed to examine the following three factors: noise, spectral details ͑1-vs 8-bands͒, and temporal details ͑50-vs 500-Hz LP cutoff͒. Unlike the original condition in which performance plateaued at −5 dB SNR, tone recognition performance for the four processed conditions increased monotonically as a function of SNR ͑p Ͻ 0.001͒ from nearly chance at −10 dB SNR for all conditions to 86%, 81%, 71%, and 58% correct in quiet for the 8-band 500-Hz LP, 1-band 500-Hz LP, 8-band 50-Hz LP, and 1-band 5-Hz LP conditions, respectively. Significant interactions were observed between the temporal and spectral details ͓F͑5,20͒ = 15.0, p Ͻ 0.01͔, the temporal details and SNRs ͓F͑5,20͒ = 13.7, p Ͻ 0.01͔, and spectral details and SNRs ͓F͑5,20͒ = 8.5, p Ͻ 0.01͔, indicating that the relative importance of temporal and spectral cues for tone recognition differed in quiet and in noise. In general, tone recognition performance improved with 8 frequency bands compared to a single band ͓50-Hz LP: F͑1,4͒ = 129.1, p Ͻ 0.001; 500-Hz LP: F͑1,4͒ = 43.1, p Ͻ 0.01͔. The presence of periodicity cues also contributed significantly to tone recognition independent of the amount of spectral details ͓1-band: F͑1,4͒ = 151.8, p Ͻ 0.001; 8-band: F͑1,4͒ = 583.1, p Ͻ 0.001͔. When both the periodicity and spectral cues were available ͑8-band 500-Hz LP͒, tone recognition performance was superior to the other three conditions in both quiet and noise ͑except for the −10 dB SNR͒, but was the worst when both cues were absent ͑1-band 50-Hz LP͒. With either the periodicity ͑1-band 500-Hz LP͒ or spectral ͑8-band 50-Hz͒ cue, the pattern of performance differed in quiet and in noise. In quiet, the 1-band 500-Hz LP condition produced significantly better tone recognition than the 8-band 50-Hz LP condition ͓F͑1,4͒ = 47.6, p Ͻ 0.01͔, but was worse in the 0 dB ͓F͑1,4͒ = 14.4, p Ͻ 0.05͔, and −5 dB ͓F͑1,4͒ = 8.3, p Ͻ 0.05͔ SNR conditions. Figure 2͑b͒ depicts the average tone recognition with full-wave rectified envelopes. Compared to the results in Fig.  2͑a͒ with the 500-Hz LP conditions, we can see that tone recognition performance with Hilbert envelopes and fullwave rectified envelopes was essentially identical in both quiet and noise ͓1-band: F͑1,4͒ = 0.2, p Ͼ 0.05; 8-band: F͑1,4͒ = 1.0, p Ͼ 0.05͔, suggesting that listeners were unable to use the envelope fine-structure to perceive voice pitch. In general, the difference between Hilbert and full-wave rectified envelopes was less than 4 percentage points in quiet and at all SNRs for both the 1-band and the 8-band conditions.
III. MANDARIN TONE RECOGNITION WITH SLOWLY-VARYING AMPLITUDE AND FREQUENCY MODULATIONS
Subjects
Four additional normal-hearing native Mandarin speakers ͑S6-S9͒ participated in this experiment. They were three females and one male, with age ranging from 26 to 41 years. All subjects passed the hearing screening at 20 dB HL at frequencies between 125 and 8000 Hz bilaterally.
Stimuli
The recorded Mandarin speech tokens from both the male and female speakers in Experiment 1 were used in this experiment. The original stimuli were processed in two different ways to extract the slowly-varying temporal envelope ͑amplitude modulation͒ alone or the amplitude modulation with additional slowly-varying frequency modulation information.
To produce stimuli with amplitude modulation ͑AM͒ cues alone, the signal processing scheme in Experiment 1 was used to extract the Hilbert envelope from 1 to 32 frequency bands in one-octave steps, which produced 1, 2, 4, 8, 16, and 32 subbands. The extracted temporal envelopes were then low-pass filtered at 500 Hz to preserve the periodicity cues in the original speech stimuli.
In addition to the amplitude modulation ͑AM͒ information, frequency modulation ͑FM͒ was extracted using the algorithm ͑Frequency-Amplitude-Modulation-Encoding Algorithm͒ developed by Nie et al. ͑2005͒ ͑see also Vongphoe and Zeng, 2005; Stickney et al., 2005 for the description of this algorithm͒. In this algorithm, the slowly-varying AM was extracted in a similar manner as in the noise vocoder ͑Shannon et al., 1995͒ described above. The slowly-varying FM was extracted by first removing each analysis band's center frequency through phase-orthogonal demodulators as used in phase vocoders ͑Flanagan and Golden, 1966͒. Two low-pass filters were then used to restrict the FM bandwidth and the FM rate. The bandwidth of the FM was restricted to 500 Hz or the bandwidth of the analysis bands whichever was less, and the FM rate was fixed at 400 Hz. To resynthesize, the slowly-varying FM signal from each subband was used to frequency modulate a sinusoid with a frequency equal to the center frequency of the subband and then the AM signal was used to amplitude modulate the frequency modulated sinusoid. The resynthesized AM and FM signals from each band were summed to recover the original signal. Unlike the fine-structure mathematically defined by the Hilbert transform, in which the obtained instantaneous frequency varies rapidly and over a broad range, the FM encoded using this technique is slowly-varying up to 400 Hz and band-limited to 500-Hz or to the critical bandwidth of the analysis bands.
Procedure
Presentation of the stimuli and the experimental setup were identical to those described in Experiment 1. All subjects were presented with a block of original stimuli first, followed by six blocks of AM+ FM stimuli, and finally were tested with six blocks of AM-only stimuli. The six blocks within each processed condition ͑AM-only or AM+ FM͒ corresponded to the six different number of frequency bands conditions from 1 to 32 bands and the blocks were presented in order from highest ͑32 bands͒ to lowest number of frequency bands ͑1 band͒. Similar to Experiment 1, each block of stimuli consisted of the quiet and different noise conditions and the subjects were presented with the quiet stimuli first followed by the noise conditions from the highest SNR to the lowest SNR. Five noise SNR conditions ͑−10, −5, 0, +5, +10 dB͒ were tested for AM-only processed stimuli whereas an additional SNR ͑−15 dB͒ was tested for both the original and the AM+ FM processed stimuli. Fig. 3͑a͔͒ , the AM+ FM stimuli ͑open triangles͒, and the AM stimuli ͑filled circles͒. Similar to the results revealed in Experiment 1, the average tone recognition for the four subjects in this experiment with the original stimuli increased from the chance level performance at −15 dB SNR to 73% correct at −10 dB SNR and then plateaued at 99% correct at −5 dB SNR. Figure 3͑a͒ shows the tone recognition performance as a function of SNR with each panel representing a different number of frequency bands. First note that in the 1-band AM-only condition, tone recognition performance decreased monotonically from 79% correct in quiet to 51% at 0 dB SNR and approached the chance level at −5 dB SNR. While tone recognition was essentially identical between the 1-band and 2-band conditions, tone recognition performance improved significantly as the number of frequency bands further increased in quiet ͓F͑5,15͒ = 25.6, p Ͻ 0.005͔ and at all noise levels ͓10 dB: F͑5,15͒ = 35.5, p Ͻ 0.005; 5 dB: F͑5,15͒ = 20.2, p Ͻ 0.05; 0 dB: F͑5,15͒ = 38.0, p Ͻ 0.005; −5 dB: F͑5,15͒ = 31.3, p Ͻ 0.005; − 10 dB: F͑5,15͒ = 20.8, p Ͻ 0.05͔.This finding is consistent with that reported in Experiment 1. Detailed spectral information, as much as 32 frequency bands, was required to produce tone recognition performance close to the original stimuli. Tone recognition with 32 bands decreased from 99% correct in quiet to 62% at −5 dB SNR and finally to 38% at−10 dB SNR. However, the performance difference between the original and the 32-band AM-only stimuli was significant from −10 to 5 dB SNRs ͓−10 dB: F͑1,3͒ = 376.4, p Ͻ 0.001; −5 dB: F͑1,3͒ = 189.6, p Ͻ 0.005; 0 dB: F͑1,3͒ = 177.0, p Ͻ 0.005; 5 dB: F͑1,3͒ = 49.0, p Ͻ 0.01͔. The difference was 5, 15, 38, and 36 percentage points for 5, 0, −5, and −10 dB SNRs, respectively. In contrast, with additional FM, only 4 bands were necessary to achieve performance similarly to the original stimuli for both quiet and noise conditions. Significant performance difference between the 4-band AM+ FM and the original stimuli was only 2 percentage points at 0 dB SNR ͓F͑1,3͒ = 49.0, p Ͻ 0.01͔, 13 percentage points at −5 dB SNR ͓F͑1,3͒ = 35.4, p = 0.01͔, and 18 percentage points at −10 dB SNR ͓F͑1,3͒ = 161.5, p = 0.001͔.
B. Results
The difference between the AM+ FM and the AM-only conditions was also significant ͑p Ͻ 0.05͒ in quiet and at all SNRs independent of the number of frequency bands. For a better visual comparison, the same set of data is replotted in Fig. 3͑b͒ in which average scores are shown as a function of number of frequency bands with each panel representing the different SNR conditions. In general, averaged across different numbers of frequency bands, the differences between AM-only and AM+ FM conditions increased from 11 to 36 percentage points as the amount of noise increased from the quiet condition to the −5 dB SNR condition. It is noted that performance with 32 frequency bands in the AM-only condition resembles that observed with two bands in the AM + FM condition, suggesting the contribution of FM cues.
IV. MANDARIN TONE RECOGNITION WITH SPECTRAL ENVELOPE CUES
Subjects
The same five normal-hearing native Mandarin speakers ͑S1-S5͒ that participated in Experiment 1 also participated in this experiment.
Stimuli
The same Mandarin word list from Experiment 1 was used in this experiment. Three sets of stimuli were created to evaluate the contribution of spectral envelope and the harmonicity cues to Mandarin tone recognition. Two of the sets, which contained the spectral envelope cues were ͑1͒ naturally recorded whispered speech and ͑2͒ synthesized whispered speech.
Natural whispered speech was recorded from the same male and female speakers used in Experiment 1, resulting in a total of 200 whispered speech tokens. The recording procedures were identical to those described in Experiment 1. All speech waveforms were adjusted to have equal rms amplitude. Note that the amplitude contour patterns in the whispered speech were similar to those observed in their phonated counterparts. While the harmonic structure of the phonated speech is replaced by a noise source due to the opening of the vocal folds, the filtering properties ͑or resonance͒ of the vocal tract are preserved. In other words, whispered speech contained the formant structures that are similar to its phonated counterparts ͑von Helmholtz, 1863; Thomas, 1969; Hingashikawa and Minifie, 1999͒. Synthesized whispered speech was created by extracting the spectral envelope of the original phonated speech recorded in Experiment 1, using a 14-order LPC technique. Signal processing was performed on every 10-ms time window with a 5-ms overlap. The extracted spectral envelope was then used to modulate with white noise.
To evaluate the contribution of spectral fine structure ͑i.e., harmonicity cues͒ to tone recognition, another set of stimuli which contained only the F0 and the harmonics of the original phonated speech was created. The F0 and harmonics of the original phonated speech were extracted as the byproduct of the 14-order LPC processing, which was used for creating the synthesized whispered speech. With this processing, the F0, the harmonic, and the phase spectrum of the original stimuli were preserved, but the spectral envelope was flat with no identifiable formant peaks.
Procedure
Presentation of the stimuli and the experimental setup were identical to those described in Experiment 1. All sub- jects were presented with a block of original stimuli first, followed by three blocks of experimental stimuli ͑natural whispered speech, synthesized whispered speech, and speech with only harmonicity cues͒. Each block of stimuli consisted of the quiet and five different noise conditions and the subjects were presented with the quiet stimuli first followed by the noise conditions from the highest SNR to the lowest SNR. The noise used for the whispered speech was created by summing all the whispered speech tokens from the male speaker or the female speaker ͑see noise generating procedures in experiment 1͒. As for the other two conditions, phonated target speech underwent LPC processing before mixed with noise. Figure 4 shows the average tone recognition scores for the natural whispered speech ͑circles͒, synthesized whispered speech ͑triangles͒, and speech stimuli with harmonicity cues alone ͑squares͒. Mean recognition scores with original stimuli from Experiment 1 are included to facilitate comparison. First note that tone recognition performance with harmonicity cues alone was essentially identical to that with original stimuli at all SNR conditions ͑p Ͼ 0.05͒. Second, tone recognition scores with primarily spectral envelope cues ͑both natural and synthesized whispered speech͒ were significantly poorer ͑p Ͻ 0.0001͒ than those obtained with harmonicity cues alone in quiet and at all SNRs. Tone recognition with spectral envelope cues increased monotonically as the SNR increased from chance level performance at −10 dB SNR to 72% and 67% correct in quiet for the natural whispered and synthesized whispered speech, respectively. Third, post-hoc pairwise comparisons with Bonferroni correction revealed that subjects performed similarly ͑p Ͼ 0.05͒ between the natural whispered speech and synthesized whispered speech, except in the quiet condition ͓F͑1,4͒ = 32.7, p = 0.005͔ where the natural whispered speech produced about 5 percentage points better recognition than the synthesized speech.
B. Results

V. DISCUSSION
A. Comparison with previous studies
Consistent with previous studies ͑e.g., Fu et al., 1998; Xu et al., 2002͒ , listeners in our study were able to use solely the slowly-varying temporal envelope information, i.e., the amplitude contours and durational cues, to identify the tonal patterns with accuracy of about 60% in the absence of any spectral contents ͑1-band 50-Hz LP͒ in quiet. Tone recognition was further improved with additional periodicity cues ͑1-band 500-Hz LP͒ by about 20 percentage points. The present results are also in agreement with previous studies of the effect of the number of bands on tone recognition. Both the present and previous results found that tone recognition was essentially the same between one and two frequency bands but improved as the number of frequency bands was increased to 4-8 bands. Using the more challenging stimuli of monosyllabic words with equal durations, Xu et al. ͑2002͒ found that tone recognition continued to improve up to 12 bands, the highest number of bands tested in their study. In our study, we found further improvement up to 32 bands, with such improvement being particularly apparent in noise.
Xu et al. ͑2002͒ also reported the existence of a trade-off between temporal and spectral cues for Mandarin tone recognition in quiet. They showed that subjects can achieve a similar tone recognition performance using either a small number of frequency bands combined with a higher temporal envelope cutoff frequency, or a larger number of bands, but with a low envelope cutoff frequency. Here, we observed another relationship-a complementary contribution between temporal periodicity cues and spectral cues for tone recognition between quiet and noise conditions. Note that while the 1-band 500-Hz LP condition produced better tone recognition performance than in the 8-band 50-Hz LP condition in quiet, a reverse pattern was observed in noise. This complementary contribution between periodicity cues and spectral cues suggests that periodicity cues are more important than coarse spectral cues for Mandarin tone recognition in quiet, but they are more susceptible to noise compared to spectral cues.
B. Relative contribution of envelope and fine structure cues to tone recognition
Our study demonstrated that pitch perception was dominated by fine structure rather than the envelope cues. Although tone recognition can be achieved by all four cues in quiet, fine structure cues play a more important role than the envelope cues in noise. In quiet, spectral or temporal envelope cues alone produced relatively low ͑70%-80% correct͒ tone recognition performance, but almost perfect performance was observed with spectral or temporal fine structure cues. The difference in performance between envelope and fine structure cues is even greater in noise. From −10 to 10 dB SNR, while tone recognition was still maintained at almost perfect performance level with spectral or temporal fine structure cues, it was 30-60 percentage points lower with spectral or temporal envelope cues, suggesting that envelope cues are less salient and are more susceptible to noise in voice pitch perception. It should be noted that spectral cues are available in the lower numbers of bands conditions in our AM+ FM stimuli and they could be used by our normal-hearing subjects to perceive pitch. Nevertheless, the improved tone recognition in noise with higher numbers of bands ͑i.e., 16-and 32-bands͒ is likely to be attributed to the fine timing information within as well as across bands.
The importance of fine structure cues for Mandarin tone recognition is consistent with previous psychophysical findings on pitch perception with pure tones and complex tones. Pitch of a harmonic complex can be extracted based on the place cue ͑Goldstein, 1973; Terhardt, 1974͒, or the timing cue ͑Licklider, 1951; Schouten et al., 1962͒, or both ͑Oxen-ham et al., 2004͒ . Salient pitch percepts can be elicited on the basis of fundamental frequency and the lower resolved harmonics ͑Ritsma, 1967͒. Thus, it was not surprising that Mandarin tone recognition was much improved with harmonicity cues compared to spectral envelope cues alone.
In contrast to the fine structures, the saliency of the pitch provided by the temporal envelopes is rather weak, as demonstrated in previous findings on melody recognition with sinusoidally amplitude-modulated noise ͑Burns and Viemeister, 1981͒ and modulation frequency discrimination for amplitude-modulated stimuli ͑Formby, 1985; Grant et al., 1998͒ . The susceptibility of temporal envelope cues to noise in tone recognition could be attributed to the low salience of temporal envelope pitch and the reduced detectability of amplitude modulation in noise.
C. Contribution of formant frequencies to tone recognition
Processed speech with temporal envelope cues
Although we have established the role of coarse spectral cues for Mandarin tone recognition, the type of spectral information in this processed speech that enabled the enhancement of tone recognition has not yet been determined. The most important type of spectral information is the F0 and the harmonics. In our recorded speech, the F0 variation patterns were consistent with those reported previously. An acoustical analysis of the F0 of the recorded stimuli was conducted using the correlation algorithm of the TFR ™ software.
1 For the male speech, the average F0 of Tone 1 was 174 Hz, the F0 of Tone 2 rose from 113 to 193 Hz, Tone 3 initially fell from 114 to 87 Hz, then rose to 147 Hz, and Tone 4 fell from 189 to 85 Hz. The female speech exhibited similar pitch contours, but with a higher F0 for all tones. In the 8-band AMonly processed speech, the F0 differences among the four tones may not be well represented, due to the fact that the low harmonics were not resolved by the low-frequency analysis filters. Therefore, it was unlikely that better tone recognition with 8-band processing was due to the better encoding of the F0 and the harmonics in the original speech stimuli.
Another type of spectral cue present in speech is the formant structures. Unlike the harmonics, formant information of speech could be coarsely represented in the 8-band processed stimuli and in turn, vowel recognition performance could be achieved with at least 80% accuracy in quiet ͑Friesen et al., 2001͒. However, how Using an electromagnetic articulatograph, Erickson and co-workers demonstrated that the jaw and tongue position were significantly more retracted for Tone 3 than for Tone 1 for the vowel /a/, resulting in a higher F1 frequency for Tone 3. ͑2͒ The patterns of difference in formants among tones are not the same for all syllables. In our measurement, F1 frequency was higher for Tone 3 than for Tone 1 for the low vowel, but the pattern of difference was inverted for high and mid vowels. The difference in F1 between Tone 1 and Tone 3 was as large as 100 Hz, particularly for the high vowels. The second formant ͑F2͒, however, was consistently higher for Tone 1 than Tone 3 in all vowels, and the difference reached 200 Hz for the back vowels. ͑3͒ Even with a single vowel, the formant frequencies changed considerably over time and the patterns of change differed for different tones. The interesting finding was that the direction of formant changes did not covary with the F0.
The above findings suggest that there may be a possible coupling between the source ͑vocal folds vibration͒ and the filter ͑vocal track configuration͒ in the articulatory system. This is different from the speech production mechanism proposed in the tradition source-filter theory ͑Fant, 1960͒. The source-filter model assumed a linear system in which there was disassociation between the source and the filter.
The considerable difference between F1s among the four lexical tones and the changing frequency of the formants over time for each tone could be represented in an 8-band processed condition. Also, one cannot rule out the possibility that the excitation patterns arising from different filters, due to the overlapping of the filters, may provide additional nonpitch cues for tone recognition. Since the F1 differences among the tones were larger for some vowels ͑e.g., high vowels͒ than for others ͑e.g., mid vowels͒, it would be of interest to see how tone recognition performance with processed stimuli differed with different syllables. Such information, however, was not recorded in our result matrix during our experiment. Further examination of the effects of vowels on tone recognition is needed.
Whispered speech
The contribution of formant frequencies to tone recognition was further supported by our findings with whispered speech stimuli. Previous studies on whispered speech demonstrated that listeners can ͑1͒ match the pitch of whispered vowels to some standard frequency using only the formant frequency information ͓F1: von Helmholtz ͑1863͒; F2: Thomas ͑1969͒; F1 and F2: Hingashikawa and Minifie ͑1999͔͒; ͑2͒ identify speaker's sex with approximately 70%-80% correct performance ͑Lass et al., 1976; Tartter, 1991͒ ; and ͑3͒ achieve 60%-80% correct tone recognition in other languages, including Norwegian, Swedish, Slovenian, and Mandarin Chinese ͑Jensen, 1958͒. In particular, our results are consistent with Jensen's findings, in which listeners can achieve about 60%-70% correct for whispered speech in quiet. Although most of the studies on whispered speech suggested the contribution of formant information to voice pitch perception, a study by Remez et al. ͑1997͒ on sinewave speech did not show this relationship. Remez et al. ͑1997͒ used three sinusoids tracking the lowest three formants of a natural speech and found that normal-hearing listeners could correctly identify the both the speech and speaker. However, they found that the formant ͑F1 and F2͒ differences between speakers and the error patterns for speaker identification were poorly correlated, suggesting that listeners did not rely on formant information to identify speakers. They concluded that listeners might be able to use other linguistic features, such as idiolect, dialect, or style differences to identify the talkers. The disagreement between sinewave speech and the whispered speech remains determined.
Acoustical analyses on whispered Mandarin speech were conducted and results showed that the differences of Fl and F2 among the four tones were similar between the whispered speech and their phonated counterparts 3 . These findings were also evidenced in a recent study by Li and Xu ͑2005͒. Similar to the phonated speech, both the durational and amplitude contour cues are also available in whispered speech. One might claim that the significant Mandarin tone recognition performance with whispered speech could be attributed to solely the contribution of the temporal envelope cues. However, we argued that the durational and amplitude contour cues alone could not account for relatively high levels of tone recognition in both quiet and noise. The 1-band 50-Hz LP condition yielded a performance level at about 58% in quiet, 14 percentage points lower than the whispered speech and the difference between whispered speech and 1-band 50-Hz LP speech was as large as 21 percentage points at 5 and 0 dB SNR ͑see Fig. 5͒ . The differences in F1 and F2 among the four tones could be better detected by normal-hearing listeners in the whispered speech compared to the 8-band processed speech. Surprisingly, tone recognition performance was essentially the same between the 8-band 50-Hz LP condition and the whispered speech in both quiet and in noise ͑see Fig. 5͒ . In addition to the percent correct scores, the error patterns between the 8-band processed and natural whispered speech were similar. These findings suggest that ͑1͒ listeners used the same cues to perform the task in both conditions, and ͑2͒ well-defined formant information, as in whispered speech, was not necessary for Mandarin tone recognition.
The further improvement beyond 8 frequency bands, i.e., the 16-and 32-band conditions in Experiment 2, may be attributed to the resolvability of the harmonics. Qin and Oxenham ͑2005͒ investigated the F0 discrimination limen ͑F0DL͒ for a harmonic complex processed by a noise vocoder similarly to Shannon et al. ͑1995͒ . The F0DLs were found similar from 1 to 8 frequency bands and improved considerably in the 24-and 40-band conditions. They concluded that the better F0DLs with the higher number of frequency bands were associated with the spectral cues, and the poorer F0DLs with fewer number of frequency bands were the result of non-salient pitch associated with the envelope cues.
D. Implication for cochlear-implant design
Except for the analog processing strategy, current cochlear implant processing provides only the temporal envelope information from several frequency bands. Both temporal and spectral fine structures are not explicitly encoded in these processing schemes. A study by Wei et al. ͑2004͒ on Mandarin tone recognition in cochlear-implant listeners measured performance as a function of number of electrodes. They revealed that implant listeners performed only at average 57% correct with a range of 25%-71% correct when listening with a 20-electrode map, considerably lower than the normal-hearing performance even at the 1-band AM-only conditions observed in the present study. Although, the appropriateness of using standard noise-band vocoders as an acoustic model for pitch perception in cochlear implants is being questioned ͑Laneau et al., 2006͒, we would still expect implant listeners to be able to perform better than the 1-band AM-only condition given the potential limitation on envelope-periodicity pitch cues in the vocoder. The inability of cochlear-implant listeners to perceive lexical tones was also documented in other languages. Ciocca et al. ͑2002͒ studied a group of early-deafened Cantonese-speaking cochlear-implant children. They reported that very few of their cochlear implantees performed above the chance level in a two-alternative choice tone identification task. Improving current cochlear-implant performance in pitch perception can be accomplished by better encoding the temporal and/or spectral fine structures. The present study on Mandarin tone recognition with additional slowly-varying frequency modulation showed significant improvement in Mandarin tone recognition even with a fewer number of frequency bands and also in noisy conditions. One potential problem of adding temporal fine-structure in cochlear implants is that the timing information may not be mapped at the right place along the cochlea in electric hearing, which in turn would still not elicit the salient pitch necessary for voice pitch and music perception. Oxenham et al. ͑2004͒ , using transposed stimuli that resembled the low-frequency pure tones, showed that frequency discrimination with the transposed tones, presented at a higher-frequency place, were considerably poorer than for the pure tones.
Pitch perception in cochlear implants can also be improved with better frequency-to-electrode mapping and/or increasing the number of functional channels. Our results, together with Qin and Oxenham ͑2005͒, showed that tone recognition and F0 discrimination improved as increasing the number of frequency bands.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
Mandarin tone recognition was measured in a group of normal-hearing listeners with the goal to understand the underlying mechanisms for voice pitch perception. Four types of speech stimuli were created to evaluate the relative contributions of temporal and spectral envelope and fine structure cues to tone recognition. The main findings are:
͑1͒ Listeners can achieve nearly perfect tone recognition performance with spectral or temporal fine structure cues alone in quiet, but only 70%-80% correct with the envelope cues alone. In noise, the performance difference between fine structure and envelope cues can range from 30 to 60 percentage points from −10 to 10 dB SNR. ͑2͒ While envelope cues, either in the spectral or temporal domain, are sufficient for speech recognition in quiet, fine structure is critical for voice pitch perception in noise. ͑3͒ There exists a complementary contribution of temporal and spectral envelope cues to tone recognition. While the 1-band 500-Hz LP condition produced better tone recognition than the 8-band 50-Hz LP condition in quiet, a reverse pattern was observed in noise. This suggests that temporal envelope cues are susceptible to noise, but spectral cues are more resistant to noise. ͑4͒ Differences in formant frequencies were observed among the four tones for the same vowel in Mandarin speech, suggesting a potential coupling between F0 and formant frequencies.
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